Incorporation of a nanosplitter interface into an LC-MS-RD system to facilitate drug metabolism studies.
In the work reported here, a novel interface, the nanosplitter, is incorporated into the drug metabolism laboratory in order to enhance the analytical capabilities of detecting and identifying drug-related metabolites to support drug metabolism studies during the drug development process. When an existing LC-MS-radiometric detector (RD) system is coupled with this nanosplitter, the system becomes capable of performing dynamic microspray under a typical analytical LC method. With the superior MS sensitivity offered by this system, most of the analytical LC methods developed for metabolite profiling can then be easily adopted for metabolite identification work. The improvement of these analytical capabilities can streamline the entire process of the drug metabolism study. In the experiments presented here, the nanosplitter interface coupled with analytical HPLC systems (e.g. 4.6 x 250 mm column @ 1 ml/min) demonstrated significant increases in MS signal (2x to 40x peak area) when compared to the standard LC-MS interface for both in vitro and in vivo metabolism studies. Furthermore, this signal gain facilitated the MS detection of additional metabolites (observed in the radiometric trace) that were below the MS level of detection when using the standard interface.